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It represents a perfect blend of features and value, 
 and this year we’ve kicked it up a notch.  

Designed with premium performance in mind,  
the M-Series is faster, smarter, and more colorful than ever.  

This is picture performance that was thoughtfully designed,  
focusing on features that will help bring your entertainment to life.  

From streaming your favorite movies,  
to trying to get an edge in your favorite video game,  

it has the smarts to match its good looks.  

This M-Series is the embodiment of the  
latest technology made simpler,  

for you, for us, for everyone.  

Yours truly,  

This is the M-Series™ Quantum.  
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Our Most Colorful M-Series™ Ever 

Step up to the infinite possibilities of streaming 4K in over a billion vibrant colors with the 

all-new VIZIO M-Series 4K HDR Smart TV. VIZIO Quantum Color displays 85% more color 

over standard 4K HDR TVs1, for a more immersive range of colors that brings everything you 

watch to life. 

The Active Full Array® backlight precisely adapts brightness to produce deeper black levels 

and more radiant contrast, enhanced by UltraBright™ 800, which achieves up to 800 nits 

peak brightness for dazzling highlights. All housed in an ultra-slim bezel industrial design with 

brushed aluminum accents, the M-Series is best in class, from the inside out. 

The revolutionary IQ Active™ processor fine-tunes individual pixels and more intelligently 

reduces noise and enhances fine detail for remarkable picture performance.VIZIO’s ProGaming 

Engine™ with AMD FreeSync™, Variable Refresh Rate, and Auto Game Mode automatically 

elevates console gaming2. And VIZIO SmartCast® is now smarter than ever—stream Prime 

Video, Disney+, and more in superior HDR with Dolby Vision and HDR10+ support, or browse 

free streaming channels with no fees or logins. Apple AirPlay 2 and Chromecast built-in™ are 

included, and M-Series TVs also work seamlessly with popular voice assistants including Siri, 

Google Assistant, and Alexa-enabled devices. 

VIZIO M-Series combines extraordinary Quantum Color, next-level gaming and award-winning 

smarts to give you an uncompromising entertainment experience. 

1Color defined as the color volume measured using Dolby's MDC (millions of distiguishable colors) specification that factors 

the range of colors and luminance levels; standard 4K HDR TV features rec 709 color, up to 300 nits.
 
2AMD FreeSync™, VRR, and auto low latency mode only compatible with Xbox One X.
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PICTURE QUALITY 

Quantum Color 
Delivers cinematic color volume with over a billion hues of vibrant color. 

Active Full Array®—90 Local Dimming Zones 
Deeper black levels for stunning depth and contrast. 30 

UltraBright™ 800 
More detail in higlights and lowlights at up to 800 nits of brightness. 

Premium 4K HDR 
Transform your 4K experience with Dolby Vision™, HDR10+ and HLG. 

Clear Action® 360 
Superior motion clarity with 120 dynamic motion rate and backlight scanning. 

PROCESSING AND GAMING 

IQ Active™ with HDMI 2.1, eARC, and Dolby Atmos Passthrough 
Lightning-fast processor delivers super picture quality and intelligent 4K upscaling. 

ProGaming Engine™ with AMD FreeSync™ 

including Variable Refresh Rate, HDR Tone Mapping, and Auto Game Mode. 

Product Features  

Free & Automatic Updates 
Enjoy a smart TV that is up-to-date thanks to free software updates. 

Apple AirPlay 2 and Chromecast built-in™ 

Stream apps, photos, videos, and more from your phone or laptop to your SmartCast TV. 

Free & Unlimited TV 
Enjoy free streaming channels — no fees, logins, or subscriptions required. 

FREE 

SMART TV CAPABILITIES 

VIZIO SmartCast® 

Instant access to popular streaming services like Netflix, Disney+, YouTube, and more. 

We Work with Voice Assistants 
Works with Hey Google, Siri, and Alexa-enabled devices for hands-free voice control. 

Google, Google Play, Google Home, and Chromecast built-in are trademarks of Google LLC. 7 



 

 

Extraordinary Quantum Color  
VIZIO’s next-generation Quantum Color delivers cinematic color volume with over a billion hues 

of vibrant color. Viewers can experience every hue and tone with impeccable accuracy for a 

nuanced picture that stays true to the creator's original vision. 

Extraordinary Color  

Standard 4K UHD

85% More Color* than Standard 4K HDR TVs 

(MQ8) 

*Color defined as the color volume measured using Dolby's MDC spec that factors the range of colors and luminance levels; 
standard 4K HDR TV features rec 709 color, up to 300 nits of brightness and no local dimming. Color graphic for illustrative 
purposes only 9 
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Picture of Perfection  

Superior Picture Quality 
Discover the wonder of 4K entertainment with the all-new VIZIO M-Series™ 4K HDR Smart TV, 

combining four times the resolution of 1080p televisions with breathtaking high dynamic range. 

SDR

UltraBrightStandard Brightness

Active Full Array® 

Powerful Active Full Array LEDs intelligently adjust 

the backlight to match what’s on the screen, 

resulting in deep black levels with stunning depth 

and contrast. 

UltraBright™ 

Delivers bright, detailed highlights at up to 800 

nits of brightness, more accurately reproducing 

the nuances in every picture and revealing fine 

details otherwise lost in light or dark areas 

of an image. 

Dolby Vision™ HDR 
Dolby Vision transforms your TV experience 

with dramatic imaging—incredible brightness, 

contrast, and color that bring entertainment to 

life before your eyes. In addition, this TV supports 

HDR10+ and HLG high dynamic range formats. 

OnOff

1080p 4K Ultra HD

4K Ultra HD 
With over 8 million pixels—4 times the resolution 

of 1080p—enjoy every scene in breathtaking 

detail and crystal clear clarity. 

Clear Action® 360 
Enjoy fast action scenes in sports and everyday 

TV with exceptional detail and clarity using high-

speed panel refresh rate with backlight scanning 

technology. 
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IQ Active™ 4K HDR Processor 

The lightning-fast IQ Active processor delivers superior picture processing and an intelligent 

4K upscaling engine that will display your favorite HD entertainment in spectacular 4K quality. 

OnOff

OnOff

OnOff

OnOff

OnOff

Contour Smoothing 
Removes the unwanted stair-stepping in light to 

dark gradients that can occur in low resolution or 

low bit rate content. Makes for a smoother sunset, 

or fade to black, and a more natural picture. 

Diagonal Edge Enhancement 
The advanced processing detects low resolution 

source content fed to the TV at any signal rate 

and uses advanced anti-aliasing algorithms to 

smooth diagonal edges. 

Noise Reduction 
Complex signal detection improves noise reduction 

without softening true picture detail, resulting in 

cleaner, clearer images that are easier to view. 

Superior 4K Upscaling 
The sophisticated upscaling engine maximizes 

existing details in low resolution signals and 

upconverts those images to exceptionally sharp, 

but faithful 4K images. 

Local Contrast Enhancement 
Brightness and black levels are dynamically 

adjusted in over 2000 independent zones to 

create a more lifelike image, while individual pixel-

level tuning optmizes contrast. 
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ProGaming Engine™ 

Automatically optimizes Xbox and Playstation® gameplay with a unique suite of gaming features 

that provide smoother graphics, more responsive gaming, and better 4K HDR picture quality. 

AMD FreeSync™ 

Gaming shouldn’t be a choice between 

choppy gameplay or broken frames. 

With The M-Series, it doesn’t have to be. 

Get fluid, artifact-free performance at 

virtually any framerate with AMD FreeSync 

technology. The M-series™ also supports 

Variable Refresh Rate (VRR). 

Revved Up Reaction Times 
The ProGaming Engine's accelerated 

response time and reduced input lag 

significantly enhances picture detail so 

that players can see every bit of the action 

and react faster than ever. The M-series 

also supports 4K/60fps playback. 

Auto Game Mode 
Automatically enables ProGaming Engine 

features and performance enhancements 

when a game is detected, thus optimizing 

gaming performance, but preserving 

picture quality for video content. 

Gaming HDR Tone Mapping 
Automatically optimizes detail in 

4K HDR games to the TV picture 

capabilities for the most immersive 

4K HDR gaming experience. Dolby 

Vision adds extraordinary color, 

contrast, and brightness for a truly 

immersive gaming experience. 
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Our Smartest TV Ever  

All-New VIZIO SmartCast® 

VIZIO SmartCast is the one-stop smart TV solution that brings you more of the entertainment 

you love, all in one place. With lightning fast navigation, enjoy instant access to the best selection 

of apps like Netflix, Disney+, YouTube, Prime Video, and many more, right on the TV. 

You can also access free streaming channels—no fees, logins, or subscriptions required. 

SmartCast works with everyone, so you can use your favorite voice assistant (sold separately) 

to control your TV using your voice, or use your phone as the remote to stream your content 

directly to the big screen with Apple AirPlay 2 and Chromecast built-in™. 

SmartCast Home Apple AirPlay 2 Chromecast built-in Voice Control 

FREE 4K 
HDR 

Smart Home Ready Free Streaming 4K Streaming Automatic Updates 
Channels 

Subscriptions may be required. WatchFree is brought to you by VIZIO and Pluto TV. 17 



 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

SmartCast Home™ 

All your favorite entertainment finds a home on one screen, giving you quick access to the latest 

Endless Entertainment 

1. Universal Search—easily find content from popular apps like Disney+, Hulu, Prime Video, and more. 

2. Personalized Content Discovery—quickly find the entertainment you love thanks to content recommendations. 

3. App Launcher—easily access all your favorite apps in a cutomizable app row. 

4. Launch SmartCast Home—push the home button on your remote to quickly return to the home screen. 

5. App Buttons—easily launch popular apps directly from your remote with the push of a button 

and greatest apps like Netflix, Disney+, Hulu, YouTube, Prime Video and more. Personalized 

content recommendations allow you to find the content you want to watch—faster. You can also 

stream content in 4K and Dolby Atmos, creating a perfect home theater experience. 

5 

4 

1 

2 

3 

Download the VIZIO SmartCast Mobile app and turn your 

smartphone into a touchscreen remote. 

SMARTCAST MOBILE™ APP 

Subscriptions may be required. WatchFree is brought to you by VIZIO and Pluto TV. 19 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vizio.vue.launcher
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/vizio-smartcast-cast-control/id1054033219?ls=1


   

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

Something for Everyone  

Free & Unlimited Streaming 

Stream free channels with access to news, sports, TV shows, movies, and more, all with no fees, 

logins or subscriptions. Content from brands you already know and love, like USA Today, TMZ, 

and Wired can be found all in one place. Finding something to watch is now easier than ever. 

With VIZIO free streaming channels, there’s something for everyone. Enjoy a variety of free content, 
including: 

• News—stay up to date with 24/7 news from channels like USA Today 

• Sports—cheer on your favorite teams and relive favorite sports moments from channels like Fubo TV 

• Lifestyle—find new recipes or get home styling tips from channels like Tastemade and The Design Network 

• Free movies—enjoy free entertainment from major studios like Paramount and Warner Brothers 

21 

Want even more? 

Click the WatchFree™ button on your 
remote to access even more free content. 



Watch Friends®  With a subscription. 

 

 

 

Apple AirPlay 2 and Chromecast built-in™

Apple AirPlay 2 and Chromecast built-in allow you to stream, control, and share the content you 

want directly from your phone, tablet, or laptop to your VIZIO SmartCast® TV. 

Stream & Share to Your TV  

• Choose from thousands of apps and stream directly from your phone, tablet, or laptop to your TV 

• Extend your display and use your TV as a second screen 

• Share your photos and videos on the big screen 

23 

Open any AirPlay or 
Chromecast-enabled 

app/website, or mirror 
your entire screen. 

Connect your devices to 
the same Wi-Fi network. 

HOW TO STREAM TO YOUR TV 

Tap the stream button 
to send content to your 

VIZIO SmartCast TV. 



 

 

  
  

 

Control Your Connected Smart Home  

Make your smart home even smarter with a VIZIO SmartCast® TV. Your TV works with Hey 

Google, Siri, or Alexa-enabled devices so you can use your voice to control you TV. You can also 

see who’s at the front door without leaving your couch by using Chromecast built-in™ to display 

your Google Nest device feed to your TV. 

We Work with Everyone  

TIP: To make the most of voice control capabilities, 
enable Quick Start Mode when setting up your TV. 
See page 31 for more help. 

Hey Siri, play Mission Impossible 
in the Family Room. 

Hey Siri, play some Jazz music. 

Hey Siri, turn on the Living 
Room TV. 

Alexa, mute the 
bedroom TV. 

Alexa, turn on the Living
Room TV. 

Alexa, switch to HDMI-1 
on TV. 

Hey Google 
works with 

*Pre-setup is required. In order for this query to work the device must be named "living room TV" when setting up the device. 25 



Designed with All the Details  

Ultra slim bezel 
design 

Sleek, black 
aluminum legs 

27 



SPECIFICIATIONS M55Q8 M65Q8 

DESIGN 

Size 55” 65” 

PICTURE QUALITY 

Tech Specs  

Active Full Array® • • 

Local Dimming Zones 90 90 

UltraBright (Peak Brightness) 800 800 

Dolby Vision/HDR10+/HLG • • 

Ultra HD Resolution • • 

Clear Action® 360 360 

Dynamic Motion Rate 120 120 

Cinemawide® Black Bar Detection • • 

PROCESSING & GAMING 

IQ Active™ Processor • • 

Spatial Scaling Engine® • • 

ProGaming Engine™ • • 

AMD FreeSync™/VRR Range 40Hz-60Hz 40Hz-60Hz 

VIZIO SMARTCAST® 

SmartCast 4.0 • • 

Apple AirPlay 2 & Chromecast built-in™ • • 

Built-in Wi-Fi • • 

VOICE SUPPORT 

Works with Apple HomeKit • • 

Works with Google Assistant • • 

Works with Amazon Alexa • • 

HDMI PORTS 4 4 

HDMI 1-4 

Version HDMI 2.1, HDCP 2.2 

eARC Support HDMI 1 

Data Rate 18 Gbps 

Highest Resolution 2160 @ 60fps 

Supported 12bit, 4:2:2 

29 
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VIZIO's How-to Videos 

Click to access all of our helpful how-to videos. 

VIZIO's YouTube Channel 
Learn more about all VIZIO has to offer. 

VIZIO SmartCast Mobile™ App 

Download this free app to connect your VIZIO 

product to Wi-Fi for more control and added features. 

Additional Resources 

Award-winning Customer Service 

VIZIO’s product support and customer service team has been recognized 

for its excellence with over 105 Stevie® Awards. 

Friendly help with your VIZIO can be found by visiting: 

support.vizio.com 

https://support.vizio.com/s/?language=en_US
https://www.youtube.com/vizio
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vizio.vue.launcher
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/vizio-smartcast-cast-control/id1054033219?ls=1
https://www.vizio.com/smartcastapp
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLiCAGEcarSFLimzNO-dm8DDmZmvAgdgsV
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About VIZIO  VIZIO, the #1 American-based TV brand1 and America’s #1 Sound Bar Company2, delivers 

innovative entertainment solutions and value for millions of connected consumers. Formed in 

2002 and quickly established as a daring leader, VIZIO has built a portfolio of industry-leading 

products that provide brilliant, awe-inspiring experiences while incorporating seamlessly with 

the smart home.The company designs a collection of televisions, sound bars, and the SmartCast 

smart TV platform with the consumer’s desires in mind, and has been rated America’s Fastest 

Growing TV Brand with Quantum Dot3 and America’s Fastest Growing Sound Bar Brand with 

Dolby Atmos4. VIZIO product leadership is consistently highlighted by industry reviews and 

awards, and most recently received 30 Best of CES 2020 accolades. 

© 2020 VIZIO, Inc. VIZIO, the V Logo, VIZIO SmartCast, VIZIO SmartCast Home and other terms and phrases are trademarks or registered trademarks 
of VIZIO, Inc. All other trademarks and logos are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved. 

1 Source: The NPD Group, Inc., U.S. Weekly Retail Tracking Service, LCD TV, Based on units, Jan. 6, 2019 – Nov. 30, 2019 combined.  
2 Source: The NPD Group, Inc., U.S. Weekly Retail Tracking Service, Based on Units, Dec. 24, 2017 – Feb. 15, 2020 Combined.  
3 Source: The NPD Group, Inc., U.S. Weekly Retail Tracking Service, LCD TV, Quantum dots included, Based on units, Jan. 6, 2019 – Nov. 30, 2019 vs.  
Dec. 31, 2017 – Nov. 24, 2018 combined.  
4 Source: The NPD Group, Inc., U.S. Weekly Retail Tracking Service, Sound Bars, Dolby Atmos, Based on Units, Dec. 23, 2018 – Nov. 23, 2019 vs. Dec.  
24, 2017 – Nov. 24, 2018 Combined.  
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